History of ISCBFM and “Brain meetings”
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Highlights related to the history of ISCBFM

- 1965 first CBF meeting
- 1981 ISCBFM became a reality
- 1981 JCBFM became a reality
- 1985 from now on “Brain meetings”
- 1993 Brain-PET satellite symposium
- 1994 year of first summer school
- 1997 Life time achievement award established
- 1999 Brain-PET became part of the meeting Brain meetings
- 1999 Lassen Award established
- 2004 first CBF Gordon Conferences
Autoregulation of Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF)

FIG. 1. Historical photograph from the III International Symposium on Cerebral Circulation and Metabolism, Lund, Sweden, 1968. The men pictured have been prominent leaders in the field for over three decades. From left: Dr. Peritz Scheinberg, Miami; Dr. Bo Siesjö, Lund, Sweden; Dr. Niels Lassen and Dr. Erik Skinhøj, Copenhagen, Denmark; and Dr. David Ingvar, Lund, Sweden. The University Hospital in Lund appears in the background.
The first proceedings from 1965 and 1968
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Louis Sokoloff
First ISCBFM president
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Brain Brew  ->  Brain’85
1991 – PET research “failure”
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Brain PET satellite
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Future of young CBF scientist

Louis Sokoloff and Peter Lund Madsen

Peter came from Lassen’s/Paulson’s group and spend one year in Sokoloff’s lab. He is now a successful Danish entertainer, often discussing the brain.

You can achieve a lot with CBF
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Chicago 2009 - ISCBFM is fun!

Joe LaManna entertaining
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"Brief" summary of key persons and events

Don’t attempt to read details!
The Lifetime Achievement Award

- 1997 - Niels A. Lassen & David H. Ingvar
- 1999 - Seymour S. Kety & Louis Sokoloff
- 2001 - Fumio Gotoh
- 2003 - Fred Plum & Bo K. Siesjö
- 2005 - Martin Reivich
- 2007 - Peter Hossmann
- 2009 - Cesare Fieschi, Takaaki Kirino & Akira Tamura
- 2011 - Marcus Raichle
1997 Lifetime Achievement Award
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1997 Lifetime Achievement Award

Niels A. Lassen

David H. Ingvar
1999 Lifetime Achievement Award

Seymour S. Kety

Louis Sokoloff
2001 Lifetime Achievement Award

Fumio Gotoh
2003 Lifetime Achievement Award

Bo K. Siesjö  Fred Plum
2005 Lifetime Achievement Award

Martin Reivich
2007 Lifetime Achievement Award

Konstantin-A. Hossmann
2009 Lifetime Achievement Award

Cesare Fieschi  Takaaki Kirino  Akira Tamura
2011 Lifetime Achievement Award

Marcus Raichle
Our Meetings

- 1965 Lund
- 1968 Lund-Copenhagen
- 1969 Mainz
- 1970 London
- 1971 Rome/Sciena
- 1973 Philadelphia
- 1975 Aviemore, Scotland
- 1977 Copenhagen
- 1979 Tokyo
- 1981 St. Louis
- 1983 Paris
- 1985 Rönneby, Sweden
- 1987 Montreal
- 1989 Bologna
- 1991 Miami
- 1993 Sendai
- 1995 Cologne
- 1997 Baltimore
- 1999 Copenhagen
- 2001 Taipei
- 2003 Calgary
- 2005 Amsterdam
- 2007 Osaka
- 2009 Chicago
- 2011 Barcelona
Lund, Sweden 1965

Local organizer: David H. Ingvar & Niels A. Lassen
Mainz 1969

Local organizer: Mario Brock
London 1970

Local organizer: John Marshall, Lindsay Symon, E.P.G.H. duBoulay, R. Russell & I.M.S. Wilkinson
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rome</th>
<th>Siena</th>
<th>1971</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Local organizer: C. Fazio, C. Fieschi, A. Agnoli, N. Battistini, L. Bozzao and A. Carpi
Philadelphia 1973

Local organizer: Thomas Langfitt, Lawerence McHenry, Martin Reivich, Harry Wollman
Aviemore, Scotland 1975

Local organizer: A. Murray Harper, Brian Jannett, J. Douglas Miller and Jack Rowan
Copenhagen 1977

Tokyo 1979

Local organizer: Fumio Gotoh
St. Louis 1981

Local organizer: M. E. Raichle, R. L. Grubb and M. M. Ter-Pogossian

Louis Sokoloff
ISCBFM president
Paris 1983

Niels A. Lassen   David H. Ingvar
ISCBFM presidents

Local organizer: Eric T. MacKenzie,
Jacques Seylaz, Andre Bes
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Ronneby, Sweden  1985

Local organizer: David Ingvar, Christer Owman, & Bo Siesjö

Bo K. Siesjö
ISCBFM president
Montreal 1987

Local organizer: Antoine Hakim

Cesare Fieschi
ISCBFM president
Bologna 1989

Local organizer: Cesare Fieschi & Gian-Luigi Lenzi

Fred Plum
ISCBFM president
Miami 1991

Local organizer: Myron Ginsberg

Marcus Raichle
ISCBFM president
Sendai 1993

Local organizer: Kyuya Kogure & Takashi Yoshimoto

K-A. Hossmann
ISCBFM president
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Cologne 1995

Local organizer: Konstantin-A. Hossmann & Wolf-Dieter Heiss

Kyoya Kogure
ISCBFBM president

Cimbi
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Baltimore 1997

Local organizer: Richard J. Traystman

Martin Reivich
ISCBFM president
Copenhagen 1999

Local organizer: Olaf B. Paulson
And coworkers

Olaf B. Paulson
ISCBFM president
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Taipei 2001

Local organizer: Tony Lee & Shin-Zonn Lin

Michael Moskowitz
ISCBFM president
Calgary 2003

Local organizer: Roland N. Auer

Iwao Kanno
ISCBFM president
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Amsterdam 2005

Local organizer: Adriaan Lammertsma

James McCulloch
ISCBFM president
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Osaka 2007

Local organizer: Koji Abe  Hidehiro Iida

Joel H. Greenberg
ISCBFM president
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Local organizer: Dale A. Pelligrino

Koji Abe
ISCBFM president
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Barcelona 2011

Local organizer: Anna Planas

Richard J. Traystman
ISCBFM president